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The Amazing Adventures of Lewis & Clark Study Guide

The Story of the Play
The vaudevillians Mel Lewis and Larry Clark decide to join forces and tour the country telling the story
of their namesakes, Meriwether Lewis and William Clark. What follows is a historical, musical, and
comical tour de force. Join these undaunted adventurers as they travel up the Missouri River and down the
Columbia. Sit in as Lewis and Clark hold council with numerous Native American tribes. Put on your
hiking boots and join the expedition over the Rocky Mountains. Be a part of history as the Corps of
Discovery reach their ultimate destination, the Pacific Ocean. Don’t let the Keelboat leave without you!

Educational Goals
 Develop an appreciation and understanding of the concept of teamwork
 Support and enhance curriculum studies in the growth of the United States
 Establish methods of mapping and exploration
 Acknowledge the unique contribution that each child can make in a group project
 Inspire a fascination for the accomplishments of Meriwether Lewis and William Clark

Curriculum Applications
 Exploration
 Growth of what we now know as the United States
 Studies in great American personalities
 Benefits of teamwork (team can be greater than the sum of its parts)
 Native American studies

Educator Comments
The mode by which you educate and entertain children is so valuable. As an educator and a parent, I
truly appreciate what you have to offer.
– Mannhiem District 83, Franklin Pk, IL
Your presentations are captivating, motivating and engaging. All of Churchill School will be eagerly
anticipating your next visit to us!"
– Churchill School, Glen Ellyn, IL
The teachers had nothing but praise – they look forward each year to seeing what you've come up with.
– Euclid School, Mt. Prospect, IL

Events that Coincide with the Play’s Themes
See if you can book The Amazing Adventures of Lewis & Clark around the time of these events.
 May 14 – The expedition begins
 Sep. 23 – The two-year journey is completed
 Nov. 14-18 – They reach the Pacific Ocean
 Curriculum on Lewis & Clark; exploration;
westward expansion, etc.

Other Information
 Audience age: K-8
 Performance length: 50 minutes

Face to Face Productions

 More info: 773-631-2013 or www.FacetoFaceProductions.com
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Social Studies Connection: Time Line
Have your students construct a time line based on the information below. What other events were
happening during the same years?
1770

William Clark is born in Caroline County, Virginia

1774

Meriwether Lewis is born in Albemarle County, Virginia

1789

Clark joins the Kentucky militia

1794

Lewis joins the Virginia militia

1801

Lewis is appointed President Jefferson’s secretary

1803

The US purchases the Louisiana Territory from France; Lewis and Clark are appointed
to lead a western expedition

1804

May 14 – The Corps leaves from Camp Wood, Missouri
August 2 – In what is now Nebraska, the Corps meet the Oto Indians
August 29 – Sgt Charles Floyd dies near Sioux City, Iowa—the trip’s only casualty
September 25 – The Corps meets with Teton Sioux
October 25 – The Corps reaches Mandan Villages in North Dakota, builds Fort
Mandan, and camps for the winter; Charbonneau and Sacajawea join the Corps

1805

April 7 – With animals and other specimens for Jefferson, the keelboat leaves for St.
Louis; the Corps leaves Fort Mandan heading westward
May 26 – Lewis first sees the Rocky Mountains
June 13 – The Corps reaches the Great Falls of the Missouri River
July 25 – The Corps discovers the Three Forks of the Missouri River
August 30 – The Corps sets out across the Rocky Mountains
October 16 – The Corps reaches the Columbia River
November 14-18 – In separate parties, Lewis and Clark reach the Pacific Ocean
December 31 – Fort Clatsop completed

1806

March 23 – The Corps heads for home
May 14 – Camp Chopunnish is set up above the mouth of the Clearwater River
July 3 – The Corps splits: Lewis explores Maria’s River; Clark, the Yellowstone
August 12 – Reunited, the Corps heads east
September 23 – The Corps return to St. Louis

1807

Lewis appointed Governor of Louisiana Territories; Clark made Superintendent of
Indian Affairs for Louisiana Territories

1808

Clark marries Julia Hancock

1809

October 11 – Lewis dies by his own hand at Grinders Stand in Tennessee

1838

Clark dies in St. Louis

Face to Face Productions
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Social Studies Connection: Mapping the Unknown
William Clark was in charge of mapping the journey. This was no easy task. Once the Corps of
Discovery left Fort Mandan (built on the banks of the Missouri River in what is now North
Dakota), they entered territory that was completely unknown to anyone except the Native
American inhabitants. It was like stepping off the edge of the world.
Today, it is difficult to imagine any place in the world that has not been explored. Here is a way
to give your students an experience similar to Clark’s:
1. Have groups of students venture into “new territory”—
an empty classroom, gym, music room, etc.—and map
out what they find. Make sure they not only diagram the
room itself but also make note of its contents—desks,
science projects, hamsters, music stands, etc. (see next
activity for a math connection you can add on to this
activity).
2. Remind students how important it is to look but not
touch or alter the condition of anything, thus showing
respect for the lifestyles and belongings of the
"indigenous" people.
3. Besides drawing the map, students should make notes. If
they don’t know what something is, have them describe
the item, and even give it a name.
4. Have students report their findings, particularly relating
the unfamiliar items they found, what they named them,
and guesses as to what their use is.

Meriwether Lewis, using his brassbound compass, takes a position
sight. The compass, which he kept in
a leather case, is now part of the
permanent collection of the
Smithsonian Institution.

5. For some competition, have students guess which room

is being reported on. The accuracy and details of the “mapping” should help people identify
the heretofore “unexplored territory.”

Math Connection: Mapping to Scale
The maps that the Corps used, like most maps, are produced on a scale, such as:
1” = one mile
If you have your students do the above mapping activity, include a component in which they
have to take accurate measurements and then devise a scale for these measurements so they can
accurately represent them on their map.

Face to Face Productions
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Theatre Connection: Vaudeville
“The History of Vaudeville” website (www.lazervauderville.com) describes Vaudeville as the
most popular form of entertainment in America between 1875 and 1932. “Before the invention
of radio, movies and television, most theaters around the country presented vaudeville shows.
Every place from big cities to small towns had its own vaudeville house, and performers would
travel from one town to the next throughout the year. Vaudevillians were skilled in comedy,
juggling, magic, clowning, acrobatics, singing, mime, music, and dancing. The performers
themselves molded these skills into original acts, using music, costuming, dialogue, and their
own personalities to enhance the presentation.”
Ask students what modern-day forms of entertainment resemble Vaudeville (such as Saturday
Night Live, variety shows, Showtime at the Apollo, American Idol, etc.). What makes these forms
of entertainment always so popular? After seeing The Amazing Adventures of Lewis & Clark, ask
students:


What Vaudevillian skills (listed in the description above) did Mel and Larry use to portray
the story of Lewis and Clark?



Why did Face to Face Productions choose to portray the Lewis and Clark expedition in a
Vaudevillian format? (Think of the difficulty of realistically portraying mountain climbing
and river fording in your multi-purpose room or gym!)



Vaudeville used a variety of two-dimensional, broadly-drawn scenery and props to create
locales. Have students name the Vaudevillian-like scenery and props Face to Face
Productions used in The Amazing Adventures of Lewis & Clark.

If you are comfortable with using theatrical presentations in the classroom, try having your
students present a story they read for class, or something they experienced as a group (like a field
trip), in a Vaudevillian style, with skits, songs, dance routines, and jokes. If you can get your
Arts Educator involved, he or she could work with the students to create Vaudevillian scenery
(for example, a two-dimensional bus that took the students on the field trip).

Face to Face Productions
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Math Connections: Lewis & Clark Math Problems
Depending on where your students are with math, have them solve some or all of these problems
based on the Lewis and Clark expedition.
1.

Lewis was born in August of 1774, and Clark was born in August of 1770. Which man was
older? ______________________ How much older was he? _________________ years.

2.

The American War of Independence began in 1775. Why didn’t Lewis and Clark take part
in the war? ________________________________________________________________

3.

The Lewis and Clark expedition began in May of 1804. Lewis was _____ years old and
Clark was _____ years old at that time.

4.

The youngest man in the Corps of Discovery was 18 years old, and the oldest man was 35
years old. How many years apart were these two men in age? ________ years

5.

The Lewis and Clark expedition passed the mouth of the Platte River about 600 miles from
St. Louis. By the time they had reached the Mandan villages in North Dakota, they had
traveled a total of 1,600 miles. How far had they traveled beyond the mouth of the Platte
River to the Mandan Villages? _________________ miles

6.

The keelboat and the two pirogues left St. Louis carrying almost 21,000 pounds of cargo. If
the cargo had been divided equally among the three boats, how many pounds of cargo
would each boat carry?

7.

The privates received $280 for their work. They worked 28 months. How much did they
receive per month?

8.

The privates actually received double the usual amount because of their good work. How
much would they ordinarily be paid per month?

9.

If each tepee in the Teton Sioux village was made up of 25 buffalo hides sewn together and
draped over a frame of long poles, how many buffalo hides would be needed for 80 tepees?

10. According to some reports, Sacajawea, the Corps’ Native American guide, died in 1812.
According to other reports, she died in 1884. How many more years would she have lived if
she died in 1884 instead of 1812?

Face to Face Productions
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Social Studies Connection: Native Americans Encounters
Over their four year journey, Lewis and Clark met many different Native American tribes. Each
tribe had a different influence on the explorers. Divide your class into different Native American
Tribes. After they have researched their tribe, have each group share their research, paying
particular attention to each tribe’s relationship with Lewis and Clark and the Corps of Discovery.
Arikara
Blackfoot
Chinook
Clatsop
Hidatsa

Lacota or Teton Sioux
Mandan
Missouri
Nez-Perce
Oto

Shoshoni
Walla Walla
Wanapam
Yankton Sioux

Face to Face Productions
Captain Clark greets Chief Cameahwait, the Shoshoni Chief
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Social Studies Connection: Your Corps of Discovery
Many members of the Corps were picked for a specific skill they had, which would be crucial to
the success of the expedition.


Have your students plan a difficult trip involving many forms of travel and many dangers—
hiking through the mountains, crossing rivers; traveling in both extreme heat and cold.



As part of the planning, have the students decide what kinds of skills will be needed, and
then see if anyone in the class has any of those skills.



Build your own “Corps of Discovery” for your imaginary trip, assigning duties based on
skills. Don’t forget:
o Good leaders (like Lewis and Clark)
o Artists for maps and drawings of animals and scenery
o Mathematicians for measuring and calculating
o Writers for journals
o Scientists for experiments and healthcare
o Musicians and storytellers for amusement and to orally record the journey
o Peacemakers and “people persons” to help with disputes or when encountering strangers
on the trip
o People that are good with languages to help interpret
o Etc.

Face to Face Productions
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Social Studies Connections: Packing for the Trip
Lewis and Clark and the Corps of Discovery had to pack for a trip that would take years and
travel to unknown territory. How did they pack for such an incredible journey? Here is a partial
list of supplies:
Provisions
193 pounds dry soup
45 flannel shirts
15 pairs of wool overalls
36 pairs of stockings
20 frocks
30 shirts
20 pairs of shoes

Camp Equipment
4 tin horns
3 dozen tumblers (1 pint)
8 pieces cat gut (mosquito curtain)
6 brass kettles
2 dozen tablespoons
2 hand saws
9 chisels
12 pounds soap
6 brass inkwells
100 quills

Presents For Trade
47.5 yards red flannel
1 dozen ivory combs
4 dozen butcher knives
12 dozen looking glasses
73 bunches of beads
2 dozen earrings
72 rings
2800 fish hooks
4600 needles
3-gross of curtain rings
500 brooches
2 dozen none-so-pretty

After going over this list, ask your students what they would need for their imaginary journey
described in the previous activity. Remember—they do not have room to take everything, so you
might want to have them make two lists: NECESSITIES and IF THERE IS ROOM.

Language Arts Connection: Vocabulary
On the next page (left box) are some of the terms used during the Lewis and Clark expedition.
Assign a term or two to a group of students, and have them look up the definition. Or:


Have students try and match words with their definitions, which are in the right box on the
next page. Cut out the words and the definitions, mix up the definitions, and have students try
to match them to the words.



If you’re doing the imaginary trip activities mentioned earlier in this Study Guide, you can
have each student in the group use the word in a sentence, as if they were writing an entry into
their journal from the imaginary trip.

Face to Face Productions
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Language Arts Connection: Vocabulary, continued
capsize

to overturn

celestial navigation

a method of steering by the stars

corps

a group of people involved in a joint activity

dugout (not the baseball kind)

a boat made by hollowing out a log

eclipse

the earth’s shadow covering the sun or moon

floe

a floating sheet of ice

fluent

able to speak a language smoothly

fossil

a plant or animal preserved in stone

garrison

a military post

keelboat

a shallow riverboat for hauling goods

naturalist

someone who studies plants and animals

pemmican

a mixture of dried, pounded meat and melted fat

pirogue

a boat similar to a canoe

portage

to carry boats and supplies over land

quadrupeds

four-legged animals

ravine

a narrow valley with steep sides

talons

claws on birds

voyageurs

French boatmen skilled in wilderness travel

Face to Face Productions
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Science Connection: Wildlife
Another important part of the Lewis and Clark expedition was to examine and collect specimens
of the wildlife they encountered. There were many animals that had never been seen by western
civilization. The journals of Lewis and Clark are full of very detailed descriptions and drawings
of these creatures. They sent back many specimens to President Jefferson, including a live prairie
dog.
Have your students choose an animal from the list below and thoroughly research it. They can
then present their findings to the class. You may even be able to convince your principal to play
President Jefferson (Thomas or Thomasina).
Antelope
Badger
Beaver
Big Horned Sheep

Coyote
Grizzly Bear
Jack Rabbit

Face to Face Productions

Prairie Dog
Snowy Pelican
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Art Connection: Drawing Scenes
After seeing The Amazing Adventures of Lewis & Clark, have your students draw a picture of
their favorite part of the play. When they are finished, let them share their art work with the
class. If you wish, you may send the pictures to:
Face to Face Productions
7329 W. Fitch Av
Chicago, IL 60631
We always enjoy receiving artwork and letters. As a thank you, we will send your class an
autographed picture from the production.

Art Connection: Coloring the Journey

Have younger
students color
any or all of the
illustrations in
this study guide,
including this
illustration of
Sacajawea, as
well as the
Hidatsa leader
on the next
page.

Face to Face Productions
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Language Arts Connections: Word Search
Find the words listed below in the box at the bottom of this page. The words will be either left to
right, right to left, upward, downward, or diagonal.
ANTELOPE

EXPLORE

OTO

BADGER

FISH

PASS

BEADS

FORT

PELICAN

BEAR

JOURNAL

PIROGUE

CAPTAIN

KEELBOAT

PORTAGE

COMPASS

MAP

RIFLE

CORPS

MEDALS

RIVER

COUNCIL

NATIVE

SEAL

DESERT

NET

UNDER

DISCOVERY

NORTH

WEST

DOG

S

E

A

L

S

C

O

U

N

C

I

L

Y

J

X

R

N

T

P

W

T

N

L

R

T

R

F

O

R

O

T

R

R

E

O

D

K

E

E

A

O

U

I

L

E

E

O

U

M

E

N

V

G

E

R

R

F

P

L

S

C

G

F

R

O

I

A

B

T

N

L

X

O

E

P

O

I

C

R

R

T

C

A

A

E

E

P

D

Q

R

S

A

T

G

R

O

O

L

V

W

E

S

T

I

H

P

H

P

O

M

B

Q

I

B

G

O

D

P

V

T

M

A

P

P

L

R

T

Z

P

E

L

I

C

A

N

S

D

A

E
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A

B

A

D

G

E
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Books on Lewis & Clark
Title

Author

Publisher

Lewis & Clark: A Prairie Dog
for the President

Shirley-Raye
Redmond

Bantam Doubleday Dell 0375811206

Lewis & Clark

Candice F. Ransom Lerner Publishing Group 0760733902

7-10

Seaman: The Dog Who
Explored the West

Gail Langer
Karwoski

Peachtree

1561451908

8-12

The Incredible Journey of
Lewis & Clark

Rhonda Blumburg

Morrow, William & Co

0688144217

8-12

National Geographic
Society

0792267265

8-12

How We Crossed the West: The Rosalyn Schanzer
Adventures of Lewis & Clark

ISBN#

Ages
6-8

Off the Map: The Journals of
William Clark

William Clark

Walker & Company

0802775462

9-11

Meriwether Lewis: Boy
Explorer

Charlotta M.
Bebenroth

Walker & Company

0802775462

9-11

The Lewis & Clark Expedition

Maria Backus

Carson-Dellosa

1580371809

9-12

Lewis & Clark Websites
Website

Address

Discovering Lewis & Clark

www.lewis-clark.org/

PBS Online: Lewis & Clark

www.pbs.org/lewisandclark/

Lewis & Clark: National Historic Trail

www.nps.gov/lecl/

Lewis & Clark Trail Heritage Foundation

www.lewisandclark.org/

Go West Across America with Lewis & Clark

www.nationalgeographic.com/west/

Lewis & Clark: Mapping the West

www.edgate.com/lewisandclark/

Face to Face Productions
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